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1. Introduction and Background.

Biologic therapies represent a recent addition to treatments for inflammatory joint diseases.

Whilst their efficacy has been established in a number of clinical trials (see Appendix B) and

cost-effectiveness demonstrated in a number of assessments [1, 2], the evidence base is still

associated with a high degree of uncertainty, and this poses a considerable challenge for

decision-making in defining the role of different agents in the sequence of disease modifying

drugs used to manage chronic disease. A particular issue of concern to many clinicians is

the lack of head-to-head trials of biologic therapies, and the use of Indirect Comparisons in

the decision making process by NICE, whose recommendations can effectively limit the use

of biologics in the NHS. Indirect comparisons, in this context, make it possible to obtain an

estimate of effectiveness of one biologic compared to another, using trials with a common

comparator (usually placebo) [3, 4].

The original impetus for this report was a question from Professor Alan Silman, Medical

Director of leading arthritis charity Arthritis Research UK (ARUK), to the MRC Hubs for Trials

Methodology Research (HTMR) network, asking whether conclusions based on indirect

comparisons should be considered to be sound, and whether head-to-head trials of

biologics should be undertaken. This question eventually filtered through to the Multi-

parameter Evidence Synthesis (MPES) research group, part of the ConDuCT HTMR at Bristol,

who had published widely on the methodology of Indirect Comparisons and related issues in

evidence synthesis [4-6]. A workshop to explore these issues took place at the Royal

Institute of British Architects, London, in September 2010. This workshop was funded jointly

by the MRC HTMR and by ARUK. The meeting brought together representative of the three

main academic centres involved in modelling RA and PsA (York, Birmingham and Sheffield);

clinical experts who had acted as advisors to the modelling groups, participated in the key

biologic trials, or been involved in maintaining arthritis registries; representatives from NICE

itself, and from the National Institute of Health Research (NIHR) Health Technology

Assessment programme; as well as methodologists and modellers from the ConDuCT MRC

HTMR.

This workshop was the precursor to the two later workshops which are the subject of this

Report. The earlier workshop lead to a series of papers published as a Supplement to the

journal Rheumatology [7-14]. Briefly, the meeting provided an overview of the current

research issues seen from a clinical perspective[7] , followed by presentations outlining the
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salient features of the rheumatoid arthritis (RA)[9, 10] and psoriatic arthritis (PsA)[11]

health economic models developed by assessment groups (AGs) for Multiple Technology

Assessments at NICE. Another presentation[12] set out the main “components” of

modelling: the logic of the diseases and treatment allows the analyst to break down the

models into a series of semi-independent components, covering initial response to

treatment, treatment failure, longer term progression in responders, and so on. This work

was carried over to the next stage, allowing the working group to come to the meetings

with a clear idea of the issues that would need to be agreed on.

Other presentations covered evidence synthesis methodology: indirect comparisons and

also mixed treatment comparisons (also known as network meta-analysis (NWMA)) in which

direct and indirect evidence is pooled [13]. It was shown that although most submissions to

NICE, including those from manufacturers, tended to include NWMA, as this gave

manufacturers the opportunity to claim that their product was cost-effective compared to

competitor products, in practice new products were approved on the basis of their cost

effectiveness against placebo. To date it seems that in every case where a biologic has not

been approved by NICE, this was because it was not cost-effective against placebo, not

because it was inferior to another biologic.

A further methodological presentation [14] concerned the use of Expected Value of

Information (EVI) methods [15-17]. These are methods that can help decision makers

determine whether it is cost-effective to carry out research in order to obtain better

estimates of model parameters, and hence to reduce decision uncertainty. The methods can

be used to determine both which model parameters should be further researched (for

example treatment effects or the QALY benefit of treatment), and also the optimal study

design for further research, including trial sample size. These methods, it was explained,

could in principle be used to determine whether head-to-head trials would be worthwhile,

answering the original question that Professor Silman had brought to the MRC HTMR.

However, EVI methods require an economic model. The earlier presentations had

highlighted that there were a number of modelling components where there was no clear

consensus on how the models should be structured, how they should be informed from

data, or even which data were the most appropriate. Moreover, the differences between

the models were sufficiently substantial to lead to different predictions. This led to a

realisation that a convincing answer to the question on whether head-to-head trials

comparing biologics were worthwhile would require a convincing, consensus, economic

model. In truth one does not need to appeal to the desirability of an EVI analysis to make a
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powerful case, from an academic and regulatory perspective, for the development of a

consensus model. At present, in Single Technology Assessments, each manufacturer

presents their own model, and it is difficult for the AG and the Appraisals Committee to fully

understand how it works within the short timeframe of the appraisal. If consensus views

were available beforehand on the desirable properties of the economic model, and the data

sources that should inform it, this would assist model development and review during the

appraisal process, and manufacturers would be less likely to be asked to produce additional

analyses. It may not be feasible or desirable to require manufacturers or AGs to follow the

consensus approach in every detail. The former might view this as restricting their ability to

fairly present the benefits of their product, and the latter might wish to follow their own

academic opinion on the appropriate modelling approach for a specific appraisal. However,

if they were encouraged to set out how their models differed from the consensus approach,

and present the impact of this deviation on their results, the resulting transparency would

enhance the credibility of recommendations derived from those models, and help decision-

makers understand the reasons behind any differences in findings between models.

The first meeting ended, therefore, with agreement on the benefits of identifying current

consensus on economic models for the evaluation of biologic therapies in RA and PsA. Work

presented at that initial workshop also identified a series of issues relating to model

structure and use of data, where existing models had taken divergent approaches. This

provided a characterisation of models in terms of a set of modular components, which was

carried forward to the later meetings. The workshop closed with a recommendation that a

clinical studies group be set up to work towards consensus on model inputs and

methodology.

Following the initial workshop, further funding was provided by ARUK and the MRC HTMR

network for two additional workshops. The invited clinical studies group included clinical

experts, health economists involved in the development of existing cost-effectiveness

models, and representatives from NICE and the UK HTA (Appendix A). Many of the invitees

had attended the initial workshop. The aim of the two consensus workshops was to i)

identify, where possible, consensus approaches to each issue, based on sound

methodology, clinical judgement and decision-maker preferences, and ii) set out an agenda

for the research that needs to carried out to achieve consensus where existing evidence is

insufficient.

This document is a report on the work of these two meetings. We begin by setting out the

range of measures used to represent the burden of disease in RA and PsA, and the key
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sources of data (trials and registry) potentially available to inform models. We then set out

the aspects of treatment and natural history represented in models where a consensus

approach is required. For each aspect, we describe existing modelling approaches, the views

raised in the workshop, a summary of the areas of consensus, and a description of current

supporting evidence and the future research required to resolve questions where that

evidence is unable to support consensus.

2. Overview of information to support decision modelling in Rheumatoid

and Psoriatic Arthritis

2.1. Measures of disease burden

A number of measures exist to represent the burden of disease on patients. These measures

vary in the aspect of the disease they aim to capture – disease activity, functional status of

patients, or quality of life. Functional status in both rheumatoid and psoriatic arthritis is

commonly captured using the Health Activity Questionnaire (HAQ), of which several

versions exist [18]. Disease activity is commonly reported using composite measures,

changes in which allow patients to be categorised as responders or non-responders to new

treatments. The ACR measure [19] has been widely used in clinical trials of biologic

treatments. Patients are categorised as non-responders or ACR20/50/70 responders

depending on the percentage reduction achieved in tender and swollen joints, and in a

variety of other assessments which include global assessment of disease by patients as well

as healthcare professionals, measures of function and systemic inflammation. An alternative

measure is the Disease Activity Score (DAS), a continuous score [20] of disease status which

can be converted into response categories defined by the European League against

Rheumatism (EULAR)[21]. Generic quality-of-life measures, such as the SF36 and the EQ5D,

can also be used to represent disease progression.

For Psoriatic Arthritis, instruments need to capture both joint and skin symptoms of the

disease. The ACR measure can be used to measure joint-related disease activity in PsA,

although a specific measure has been developed for PsA, the PsARC [22]. The PASI measure

has been developed to measure the severity of psoriasis, and has been used to capture this

aspect of PsA [23]. Work is currently in progress on developing novel composite measure of

disease burden for Psoriatic Arthritis [24].

2.2. Sources of data

Trials of biologic therapies provide a key source of information on the short-term efficacy

(initial response) of treatments. Appendix B lists trials that have informed existing NICE
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technology appraisals. Follow-up is generally in the range 12-52 weeks, which allows the

responder status of patients to be determined, although it limits the ability of trials to

provide information on longer-term outcomes. Trials have differing inclusion and exclusion

criteria which may pose challenges for evidence synthesis. In addition, patients entering

trials differ in important ways from patients in routine care: this poses additional challenges

for data interpretation and generalisability of evidence. A lack of head-to-head comparisons

of biologics , and limited evidence on the use of multiple biologics in sequence, further

compounds these uncertainties [25].

Since arthritis is a chronic condition, observational data sources such as patient registries

provide valuable additional information to inform models, particular for parameters relating

to longer-term progression. These data sources may be more representative than trial

populations of the general population seen in clinics. There are a number of patient

registries based in a range of countries [26], an overview of some of these registries is

provided below.

 The British Society for Rheumatology Biologics Registry (BSRBR) was set up to

register all patients with rheumatoid arthritis newly starting biologic therapy from

January 2002 [27]. The registry also includes a comparison cohort of RA patients

treated with standard DMARDs. The information recorded by the registry includes

HAQ scores, DAS28 and associated EULAR response, adverse events, quality-of-life

scores, and a number of patient characteristics such as age, gender and disease

duration. Information is collected at baseline and at 6-monthly intervals for 3 years,

with some further data available from annual follow-up visits. The registry also

includes some patients with PsA.

 The Norfolk Arthritis Registry (NOAR) has been following patients in the Norfolk

region of the UK with early inflammatory polyarthritis since 1989 [28]. Patients

recruited between 1990 and 1994 and between 2000 and 2008 are clinically

assessed at baseline and at 1,2,3,5,7,10 and 15 years by a research nurse. Patients

recruited between 1994 and 2000 are followed for two years. Data is available on

HAQ (at each follow-up visit) and DAS28 (at baseline and every 5 years thereafter),

and there is also limited data on SF36.

 The National Data Bank (NDB) for rheumatic diseases is a registry of US and

Canadian patients with a number of rheumatic conditions including RA[29]. Founded

in 1998, it collects data via questionnaires issued to participants every 6 months. The

information collected includes HAQ, pain scores, SF36 / EQ5D, adverse events, work

and disability, service utilisation, mortality and adverse events.

 The Dansk Reumatologisk Database (DANBIO) includes information on Danish

adult rheumatologic patients (including RA and PsA) receiving biologic therapies[30].
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It was founded in 2000, and includes information on HAQ, DAS28, swollen and

tender joints, adverse events and EQ5D.

 The Norwegian DMARD register (NOR-DMARD) includes information on Norwegian

patients with inflammatory arthropathies followed since 2000 [31]. Information

collected includes MHAQ, EQ5D/SF36, swollen and tender joint counts, and health

care utilisation.

 The Leiden early arthritis cohort commenced in 1993 and collects demographic and

clinical data including clinical and radiographic outcomes in RA patients treated

according to a protocol [32].

 The DREAM (Dutch Rheumatoid Arthritis Monitoring) registry, which started in

2006, includes newly diagnosed RA patients. Data on disease outcomes including

remission rates under a treat to target strategy, health care utilisation and use of

biologic drugs are available [33].

In addition to these registries (and others), there are a considerable number of prospective

observational studies that could also be used to supplement trial evidence when informing

economic models.

2.3 Current NICE guidance on biologics

Guidance has been issued regarding the use of biologics in RA and PsA patients who have

failed at least two conventional DMARDs (TA125, TA130, TA186, TA199, TA220, TA234), and

in RA patients who have also failed at least one biologic (TA126, TA195, TA198). Economic

models have been used to support guidance within a number of NICE technology appraisals

[12]. Where a given biologic therapy is recommended, guidance states that biologic therapy

should only be continued if an adequate short-term response to therapy is observed. For

RA, an adequate response is defined in all guidance as an improvement in DAS28 of 1.2

points or more at 6 months [1] . For PsA, an adequate response is defined as an

improvement in joint swelling /tenderness and at least one of the other three PsARC criteria

at 12 weeks [2].Those who do not reach this level of response, but achieve a PASI 75

response in skin symptoms, should be assessed by a dermatologist to determine whether

treatment continuation is appropriate. NICE has also issued clinical guidelines for

rheumatoid arthritis [34] which incorporate the relevant guidance for biologics listed above,

and also recommend their use in combination with conventional DMARDs. Clinical

guidelines have not been issued in relation to psoriatic arthritis.
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3. Findings of the 2011/2012 workshops

3.1. Overview of issues for consensus

At the 2010 workshop, a list of items needing consensus, relating to cost-effectiveness

modelling, emerged. Four main topic areas were identified:

Topic 1: Modelling the initial response to treatment, including:

- Choice of scale to measure initial response

- Link between response level and decision to continue treatment

- Choice and use of evidence to estimate effect of treatment on initial response

- Estimating the baseline response in the comparator treatment

- Modelling adverse events in the initial treatment phase

- Influence of effect modifiers on treatment effects.

Topic 2: Longer-term disease progression in those who continue treatment, including:

- Choice of scale to measure long-term disease progression

- Rate of disease progression during long-term treatment

- Treatment duration (i.e. time to withdrawal of treatment due to lack of efficacy

and/or adverse events)

- Modelling adverse events in the long-term treatment phase

- The influence of effect modifiers on treatment duration and disease progression.

Topic 3: Estimating lifetime costs and benefits of treatments, including:

- Resource use implications to include in calculations

- Modelling the relationship between disease severity and mortality risk.

Topic 4: Structural modelling approaches:

- Representing sequences of treatments

- Cohort vs. Individual Patient models

The aim of the 2011/2012 workshops was to establish, as far as possible, consensus

positions on these issues, guided by an understanding of the clinical aspects of RA and PsA,

and the principles of evidence-based medicine, as set out in documents such as the

Cochrane handbook [35] and the NICE methods guide for technology appraisals [36] . These

principles state that treatment effects should be based on randomised studies, and that all

such relevant studies should inform estimates of treatment effects. This implies that models

avoid the selective use of data, as occurs when models base treatment effects on single

trials or exclude trials based solely on the choice of outcome measure, and should preserve
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randomisation in the evidence base, rather than using absolute results from individual trial

arms in isolation. The inclusion of differences between treatments based on observational

data alone is not generally recommended. Models should also respect the decision context

in their structure and choice of data, which implies that data sources should be relevant to

the decision problem and outcome measures used in the model should reflect those used in

clinical practice.

3.2. Modelling the initial response to treatment

3.2.1. Current Modelling Approaches

Choice of outcome measure

For RA, NICE multiple technology appraisals (TA130, TA195) have been based on the

Birmingham Rheumatoid Arthritis Model (BRAM), which used (percentage change in) HAQ

to represent initial response to treatment [37]. The model developed by Wyeth in their

submission to TA130 also used HAQ, although this model assumes treatment causes an

absolute change in HAQ [37]. With the HAQ, there is no set level dividing ‘responders’ from

‘non-responders’. The BRAM therefore sources its estimate of short-term discontinuation

from a Scandinavian study reporting routine data on clinical practice [38] , and assumes

those who continue are those who respond most strongly to treatment. An alternative

approach, taken in the Wyeth submission, is to base continuation rates on (DAS28) response

rates observed in a trial [37]. Several manufacturer submissions have used ACR20/50/70 as

their chosen outcome measure [37]. The outcome measure used in modelling short-term

response for the BSR submission to TA130 was DAS28 and its associated EULAR response

categories [39]. In the latter examples, those who fail to report an adequate response

(ACR20 or EULAR moderate) are assumed to withdraw from treatment at 6 months. For PsA,

NICE multiple technology appraisals (TA104, TA199) have been based on a cost-

effectiveness model developed by the University of York, using PsARC (for joint symptoms)

and PASI (for skin symptoms) as outcome measures [40] . Manufacturer submission models

have also based on the PsARC, with or without the PASI [41].

Representing reasons for discontinuation

The BRAM is an example of a model that distinguishes between adverse events and lack of

efficacy as reasons for discontinuation in the first 6 months [37]. The probability of

discontinuation due to adverse events was derived from the same study used to inform the

probability of discontinuation due to lack of efficacy (20). The York PsA model illustrates an
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alternative approach, which is to combine these reasons in a single outcome of treatment

discontinuation [40, 41].

Choice and use of data

For each NICE multiple technology appraisal mentioned above, the assessment group

carried out a systematic review to identify all relevant trials. For the PsA appraisals,

treatment effects in the economic model were jointly estimated using a network meta-

analysis which synthesised the relative treatment effects of all identified trials [40]. For

TA130, the assessment group identified 29 trials in the effectiveness review. Of the 29 trials

identified, 14 inform estimates of initial relative HAQ change for the economic model –

unpublished data from the treatment arm of each trial is used to derive the HAQ multiplier

for that treatment (the method for combining multiple trial arms, where used, is not

reported). Examples exist of models where treatment effects are based on a single trial, and

where the treatment arm is used from a single trial to estimate biologic efficacy, and

observational data is used to estimate the efficacy of the comparator DMARD [37]. The BSR

submission to NICE TA130 is based on patients recruited into an observational study, the

BSRBR [39].

Effect modification in initial response

Meta-regression of biologic trials suggests that covariates such as disease duration influence

treatment effects when ACR20/50/70 is used as the outcome measure [42]. The BSR

submission for NICE appraisal TA130 used an economic model in which age, baseline utility,

disease duration, gender, and treatment history were allowed to modify the effect of

treatment on the probability of EULAR response [39]. Data from the BSRBR was used to

estimate the degree of effect modification. Neither of the assessment group economic

models developed to support NICE RA and PsA technology appraisals assume effect

modification, although the BRAM allows a degree of effect modification by fitting separate

treatment effects for early and late RA and deriving treatment effects for biologics with or

without concomitant methotrexate separately [37].

3.2.2. Views of the clinical studies group

Modelling the initial treatment phase

Stopping rules do not fully reflect the complexity of clinical decision-making at a patient

level. However, the use of an explicit stopping rule within economic models is required to
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synthesise trial evidence, link short-term and long-term outcomes, and explore the cost-

effectiveness implications of different guidance. Therefore, models should include such

stopping rules, as long as it is recognised that they do not fully specify outcomes at a patient

level. Currently, for RA, the most appropriate measure to base such stopping rules on is

DAS28, because:

- DAS28 most closely reflects clinical benefit of treatment in the short term.

- relatively small changes are still clinically meaningful to patients

- it is an absolute scale (although the related EULAR response categories depend

on both absolute change in DAS and DAS at endpoint).

- it has received support from clinical experts in previous NICE appraisals, and is

the basis of current NICE guidance.

HAQ + pain score was suggested as an alternative measure. ACR 20/50/70, whilst commonly

reported in trials, was considered problematic because it is a relative measure. Given that

ACR 20/50/70 is commonly reported, there is a clear need for mapping functions to

characterise the relationship between the two measures, as it is not appropriate to exclude

relevant studies solely because they do not report DAS28.

For PsA, both outcomes (skin and joint symptoms) need to be considered when modelling

the initial treatment phase. Psoriatic arthritis is a heterogeneous condition, and there are

types of PsA where DAS28 could be the most appropriate measure of response for joint

symptoms. However, disease-specific measures for PsA are in development, so efforts to

shift from PsARC are unlikely to be worthwhile.

Effect modification

A number of factors are potential effect modifiers for relative effects of treatment on

responder status. Mechanisms for effect modification include ‘treatment resistance’ (failure

to respond to previous drugs may indicate a lesser chance of responding to the current

drug) and ‘accumulated damage’ (disease duration will be linked to the amount of damage

that has occurred to joints). There will also be treatment-dependent modifiers (e.g.

Rheumatoid factor status for rituximab). Effect modification may depend on the choice of

outcome measure – in particular, effect modification may be more influential with ACR

20/50/70 response, as this is a relative response measure, sensitive to baseline disease

activity, than with DAS28, which is an absolute measure.

Choice and use of evidence to estimate effect of treatment on initial response
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When performing a synthesis of trial evidence to inform treatment effects in a model, trials

in biologic-naive patients should be analysed separately from trials in patients with prior

biologic DMARD exposure, as should trials in biologics with or without concomitant

DMARDs. Formal models for effect modification could be derived from individual patient

data (IPD) sourced from trials, or from observational data. A concern with the latter is

potential selection bias. Where data is weak, expert elicitation could guide adjustments

related to changes in position within the sequence. This approach could be used to adjust

treatment effects for additional modifiers such as disease duration, disease severity, age

and gender. However, in the absence of convincing evidence for effect modification, the

simpler approach of using treatment effects unadjusted for these factors is preferable,

particularly if an absolute scale such as DAS28 is used for response.

Estimating the baseline response in the comparator treatment

For modelling purposes, relative treatment effects need to be applied to the absolute

proportion of (DAS28) responders that would be seen if a conventional DMARD was given

instead of a biologic at the relevant point in the sequence. The absolute rate from the

control arm of a biologic trial has often been used for this purpose, as have absolute rates

from trials of conventional DMARDs. An alternative would be to use registry data. The latter

would match the required patient profile most closely, but would be vulnerable to issues

such as selection bias. Therefore, the approach of pooling control arms from trials with

populations similar to the decision population was preferred.

Modelling adverse events in the initial treatment phase

The reason for not continuing treatment past the initial phase may have consequence for

the choice and efficacy of subsequent treatments, and may also have cost implications.

Models should therefore distinguish between adverse events and lack of efficacy as reasons

for short-term treatment termination. This requires information on adverse event rates for

different biologics, which will be reported by most trials. Models should not exclude trials

completely that do not report causes for treatment discontinuation. This can be avoided by

estimating the overall discontinuation rate and the split between causes, rather than

estimating the absolute rate for each cause.

3.2.3. Summary of consensus view

 DAS28 should be used to represent initial response to treatment in RA.
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 Models should reflect current guidelines and withdraw treatment from patients with

an inadequate response. The time at which this occurs may vary from model to

model, and models may also be used to explore the impact of stopping rules based

on current clinical practice, rather than a fixed threshold for adequate response.

However, to aid comparison of results, models should present the impact of

following current guidance on this time in sensitivity analysis (for the UK, current

NICE guidance states that treatment should be withdrawn from RA patients at 6

months (ref TA130) and PsA patients at 12 weeks (ref TA199).

 Currently, robust evidence for effect modification has not been identified, and effect

modification should not be included in evidence synthesis of initial response

treatment effects.

 Models should represent the cause for discontinuation of treatment (i.e. lack of

response or adverse events).

 Estimates of short-term response should be based on all relevant trials and derived

using formal evidence synthesis methodology that respects randomisation. Mapping

functions should be used within the synthesis so that trials can be included even if

they do not report DAS28.

 Mapping functions should also be used to relate changes in DAS28 to changes in the

measure used to represent long-term disease progression (see section 3.3).

 Response rates to the non-biologic comparator can be based on pooling control

arms from biologic trials, although the degree to which trial populations are similar

to decision populations should be considered.

 For PsA, PsARC and PASI should be used as outcome measures, although disease-

specific measures currently in development may be used once they have been

validated.

3.2.4. Current available evidence and further research needs

Mapping between (change in)DAS28 and ACR20/50/70

While DAS28 is the preferred measure of short-term response to treatment for the RA

consensus model, the relevant evidence base includes a high proportion of trials that report

ACR20/50/70 instead. Currently, there are no established mappings between ACR20/50/70

and DAS28, and research is required to develop such a mapping, so that DAS28-based

models are informed by all relevant trials. Few, if any trials or observational data sources

collect or report both measures. Therefore, mappings will need to be constructed through

indirect comparison with other outcome measures sensitive to disease activity (e.g HAQ,

SF36). Since ACR measures are relative, while DAS28 is an absolute scale, mappings should

allow for dependence on baseline disease activity. Individual patient data from trials would

be the ideal evidence for the mapping functions, potentially supplemented by registry data

(e.g. estimation of the DAS28 / HAQ change relationship from the BSRBR).
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Mapping between existing PsA outcome measures (PsARC, PASI) and composite measures

currently in development.

The evaluation group for the NICE multiple technology appraisal developed a Bayesian

network meta-analysis to synthesise trial evidence on short-term response to etanercept,

infliximab and adalimumab [40]. Treatment effects were estimated on four outcomes –

PsARC, ARC (both for joint symptoms), PASI (for skin symptoms) and HAQ (for functional

impact). A range of models were explored for the meta-analysis, and the reference case for

the economic model involved a positive correlation between PsARC and PASI response. The

analysis, once updated and extended to include newer treatments, satisfies the

requirements of the workshop consensus and should inform future PsA models that are

based on PsARC and PASI response. The Group for Research and Assessment of Psoriasis

and Psoriatic Arthritis (GRAPPA) is an international organisation actively engaged in the

development of response measures in PsA [43]. The GRAppa Composite Exercise (GRACE)

study has collected data on multiple PsA dimensions and has recently developed novel

composite responder indices [44]. If clinical practice changes as a result of these

developments, further research will be required to develop mapping functions between

new and existing response measures.

Updating reviews of short-term adverse events.

The models used to inform current NICE guidance do not fully meet the consensus view. The

model for PsA does not distinguish between lack of efficacy and adverse events as reasons

for discontinuation (22). The model for RA makes such a distinction, but does so without

drawing fully on the available evidence. The consensus model requires estimation of the

proportional split between lack of efficacy and adverse events for those who discontinue

treatment at an early stage, based on comprehensive and up-to-date evidence. Systematic

reviews of biologic trials undertaken to inform NICE technology appraisals can be used to

identify this evidence base. There are additional reviews of adverse events in the

literature[45]. Systematic reviews of sequential biologic therapy have also assessed the

impact on the efficacy of a second biologic of having experiences adverse events on the first

biologic [25]. This evidence base needs to be collated, updated and synthesised to inform

the consensus model.

3.3. Modelling the long-term treatment phase

3.3.1.Current Modelling Approaches
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Duration of successful treatment

Patients who respond satisfactorily to treatment are assumed to continue that treatment

until it fails to control disease activity, an adverse event occurs, or both. The duration of

successful long-term treatment is likely to be considerably longer than the follow-up time

reported by trials. Models that base their estimates of treatment duration on trial data can

either make the conservative assumption that treatment benefit is restricted to the follow-

up time of the trial(s) used, or use some form of survival modelling to extrapolate beyond

the trial follow-up time [25] . Both the BRAM and York PSA models derive treatment

duration by extrapolation from routine data sources – the former using a Weibull survival

model [37], and the latter an Exponential survival model[41] .

Disease progression during treatment

Whilst models exist that represent long-term changes to quality of life on treatment directly

[39], a more common approach is to represent long-term changes on a disease-specific

measure (e.g. HAQ), which is then mapped to quality of life scores [37],[41] Unless HAQ is

also used as the measure of short-term response, models must therefore translate the

initial response to treatment from the chosen outcome measure (e.g. ACR20/50/70, DAS28,

PsARC) into a change in HAQ score before applying long-term disease progression. This may

be derived from a meta-analysis of all available trials, as in the York PsA model [40] or from

individual patient data from trials of the relevant treatment, as in the Abbott submission to

TA130 [37]. Once the initial change in HAQ (or health utility) is applied, disease progression

is commonly assumed to occur at a steady (linear) rate. The rate can be derived from trial or

routine data, and may be assumed to be the same for all treatments, as in the BRAM [37], or

to depend on the class of treatment (biologic or conventional DMARD), as in the Wyeth

submission to TA130 [37].

Rebound effects on cessation of current treatment

At some point in time, a treatment may cease to be effective in controlling disease activity,

or it may cause intolerable side-effects, or both. At this point it will be withdrawn, and this

may be linked with a step change in HAQ (or the alternative measure used by the model).

This step change may be equal to the initial step change associated with treatment

response, it may be sufficient to bring HAQ in line with the value it would have reached

without biologic therapy, or it may return HAQ to the baseline level at the start of treatment

(fig 1). For example, the York PsA model assumes the first assumption in its reference case,

and explores the second assumption in its sensitivity analysis [41]. An elicitation exercise has

also been carried out to characterise expert opinion on the level of rebound [46] .
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Fig 1: Alternative assumptions for rebound during treatment switch.

Mapping between disease severity and health utility

Models that represent disease progression using disease-specific measures such as HAQ

need to translate this into health utility scores to estimate the QALY impact of treatments. A

linear relationship between HAQ and QALY is commonly assumed, although the data

sources differ. For example, early versions of the BRAM assumed that a unit change in HAQ

translates into a constant change in quality of life score (0.327 in the base case analysis,

based on routine data collected by Hurst et al [47]), whilst the Abbott submission to TA130

assumes a change of 0.28 in quality of life score per unit HAQ, based on patient-level data

from the adalimumab trials [37]. PsA models also often assume a linear HAQ-QALY

relationship, using PsA trials for estimation, but some, but not all, models take the approach

of the York PsA model of including PASI when estimating health utilities [41].

Effect modification

Models do not commonly allow effect modification for parameters related to longer-term

outcomes on treatment. An exception is the BSR submission to NICE TA130, which used

individual patient data from the BSRBR to estimate effect modification due to age, disease

duration, treatment history and initial response on treatment duration [39].

3.3.2. Views of the clinical studies group
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HAQ has been widely used in models to represent disease progression, for historical

reasons. Several peer-reviewed mappings between HAQ and quality of life measures (e.g.

EQ5D) have been developed and used in existing models [47, 48]. However, methodological

and applied research into algorithms for mapping between outcome measures such as HAQ

and EQ5D is an area of active research [49], and the most appropriate algorithm for use in

decision models may change over time. For example, recent research has suggested that

pain has an important influence on quality of life in RA patients, independent of HAQ.

Therefore, models could in future use a multidimensional (HAQ and pain) outcome measure

for disease progression. Observational data has been used to estimate the rate of change in

HAQ over time whilst on treatment (conventional DMARDs or biologics). This raises issues of

data quality, particularly if the data are used as the basis for differences between biologics

in rate of progression. Models should not be ‘hard-wired’ to exclude such differences, but

the reference case should only allow differences between drugs of the same class if based

on data from randomised studies. The impact of differences inferred from observational

data could be explored in supplementary analyses, but estimates should reflect the

increased risk of bias. The estimates may be more credible if based on observational data

collected in a clearly relevant population, or on a synthesis of multiple sources of non-

randomised evidence.

HAQ progression is sometimes assumed to be zero on biologics. This is not biologically

credible in the long term in view of the effect of ageing on HAQ. Further long term data are

needed in RA and PsA populations in remission. Current models for non-biologics assume

linear progression at a rate which appears to result in too many people reaching the HAQ

ceiling too quickly. Registry data may give some data on HAQ progression, and elicitation

could also be used to incorporate expert opinion on long-term HAQ progression where

existing data is insufficient. Mixture models have been fitted to registry data showing

distinct sub populations with different HAQ trajectories. By averaging over these

trajectories, a more realistic non-linear model could be developed for HAQ progression over

time.

Differences in action between biologics may justify differences in distributions for successful

treatment duration. Duration may also be age-specific and influenced by concomitant

treatments, and registry data provide information for fitting treatment duration

distributions. It is important to record the reason for treatment switching, as this can

influence the choice and efficacy of subsequent treatment. However, there is an interaction

between these factors, since adverse events are more likely to lead to treatment being

withdrawn if efficacy is diminished.
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Estimates of rebound on treatment termination should be based on data and assumptions

avoided as far as possible. However, observations rarely coincide with treatment switching

decisions. Expert elicitation may be necessary to determine the most appropriate

assumption. Whilst rebound may in fact occur over a period of time, a step change is an

acceptable simplifying assumption. Rebound effects are likely to differ between RA and PsA

patients, and data on the former should not be used as a basis for estimating rebound in the

latter.

3.3.3. Summary of consensus view

 HAQ should be used to represent disease progression, although a multidimensional

measure which includes pain should be considered for mapping disease progression

to health utilities.

 The source for mappings used between outcome measures (e.g. HAQ and health

utilities) should be clearly stated and justified, and be consistent with current applied

and methodological research.

 Survival models may be used to extrapolate beyond the follow-up period of data on

the duration of successful long-term data. All relevant data should be used to fit such

models, this may include open-label trial follow-up and registry data. However,

treatment duration differences between biologics should not be assumed based on

observational data alone.

 Assumed rates of HAQ progression should be consistent with observations from

longitudinal data.

 Models should distinguish between adverse events and loss of efficacy as reasons for

treatment withdrawal.

 The rebound in disease progression on treatment withdrawal should be evidence-

based as far as possible. Where multiple scenarios are consistent with the available

evidence, the impact of alternative plausible assumptions should be explored

through sensitivity analysis.

3.3.4. Current available evidence and further research needs

Estimating duration of treatment in responders

Existing models use diverse data sources for estimates of biologic treatment duration, and

interpret those data in different ways. None of these approaches were thought to satisfy

the requirements of the consensus model, and further research is required to establish

treatment duration distributions based on up-to-date and relevant data. The BSRBR has

several advantages as the basis for estimating this information – it is comprehensive,

provides detailed UK-specific patient-level data, and is up-to-date. It could also be used to

explore the impact of effect modification and the extent to which treatment duration differs
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between biologics, although as a non-randomised data source such analyses should be

interpreted with caution.

Disease progression on long-term treatment

The consensus group also felt existing modelling approaches to disease progression were

not appropriate for the consensus model. In particular, the assumption of linear HAQ

progression leads to patients in the model reaching HAQ ceiling values earlier than is

observed with real patients. Research is currently underway exploring non-linear HAQ

progression models. Once this research is fully available it may prove an appropriate basis

for the consensus approach. If the data available do not provide definitive evidence for long-

term HAQ progression, they may be supplemented with elicitation of expert opinion.

Mappings between disease-specific severity measures and health-related quality of life

Mappings between HAQ and QoL scores have been developed using trial and/or

observational data. Recent research has shown that pain has an independent effect on QoL

scores when added to HAQ [50]. Mappings currently used in models do not account for this

effect, and do not draw fully on all currently available evidence. Further work is required to

produce definitive mapping functions between HAQ scores (with pain if appropriate) and

QoL. This will first involve identifying the appropriate data sources, which may include

several of the registries mentioned above, and could also involve individual patient data

from trials where it can be obtained. The appropriate method for deriving mapping

algorithms from this data will then need to be identified. For PsA, data collected by the

GRACE study may provide information to map combined joint, skin and pain symptoms to

QoL scores.

Impact of treatment switching on HAQ

Empirical estimates of HAQ rebound on treatment withdrawal are challenging to derive and

lacking in existing literature. Further research could be carried out using registry data to

estimate this parameter, although the fact that follow-up visits often do not coincide with

treatment withdrawal may limit the accuracy of estimation. Elicitation techniques could be

used to capture clinical expertise on rebound if empirical approaches are unsuccessful.

Given the challenges of estimating this parameter, the sensitivity of cost-effectiveness

findings to alternative assumptions should be explored within the consensus model.
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3.4. Estimating Lifetime Costs and Benefits

3.4.1. Current Modelling Approaches

Potential costs of treatment include not just the direct cost of the drug itself (and costs of

monitoring patients whilst receiving treatment), but also the impact of treatment on health

care utilisation and social care (formal and/or informal). The base case analysis of the BRAM

is an example of a restricted approach to cost inclusion, as only drug and monitoring costs

are included [37]. An approach to capturing the indirect health care costs of treatment is to

assume a relationship between disease severity (represented by HAQ) and health care

utilisation. For example, the York PsA model assumes a relationship between HAQ and

health care costs based on estimates from a study of UK and Swedish routine data [51] .

Models may include the impact of treatment on mortality as well as morbidity by assuming

a relationship between disease severity and mortality. The BRAM, for example, assumes in

the base case a relative risk for mortality of 1.33 per unit increase in HAQ [37] based on

analysis of data from the US NDB [52].

3.4.2. Views of the clinical studies group

There is evidence to suggest disease severity has an impact on age-adjusted mortality risk,

but not to suggest that choice of treatment has any additional influence on mortality. For

PsA, skin symptoms may be additionally associated with mortality. The cost perspective of a

model should reflect the preferences of the decision-maker involved. In the UK, for

example, the reference case perspective for NICE technology appraisals is health and

personal social care costs only. An acceptable approach to modelling the indirect impact of

treatment on such costs is to assume a relationship between disease severity and resource

use. For PsA, resource use should be modelled as a function of both joint and skin symptoms

(although double counting should be avoided). Where models use discrete time-cycles, cycle

duration should be short enough to accurately reflect resource use patterns.

3.4.3. Summary of consensus view

 Models should allow for an association between disease severity and mortality

 Models should adopt the decision maker’s chosen perspective for costs included.

This may involve assuming health care utilisation to be a function of disease severity.

3.4.4. Current available evidence and further research needs

Arthritis health care utilisation
Research is required to collate diverse evidence on the relationship between disease

severity in RA and PsA and healthcare utilisation, as modelling for current NICE guidance

either does not incorporate this relationship or bases it on selective and out-of-date
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sources. This research should initially take the form of identifying current literature and

appropriate data sources. The relationship between disease severity and health care

utilisation has been estimated in several published analyses drawing on routine data. Work

that has informed existing models includes analysis of registry data from the US [53] and

Sweden [54]. More recently, analysis has been published of the total costs for patients with

RA and PsA, including productivity losses, using Norwegian registry data [55]. The NOAR

may also provide recent UK-specific data for estimating this relationship.

Mortality and disease severity

There are conflicting findings in the literature regarding the relationship between mortality

and disease severity. Research is therefore required to establish a definitive estimate for the

consensus model. Routine data may provide the most appropriate source for this

relationship. For example, Lunt et al have analysed mortality data in the BSRBR for this

relationship [56], and their analysis included a number of covariates including disease

duration and severity. Additional research would identify the full current evidence base and

use this to derive the consensus relationship, either through synthesis of multiple evidence

sources or establishing clinical consensus on the most appropriate data source.

3.5. Model type and structure

3.5.1. Current Modelling Approaches

Patients receive a sequence of treatments over their lifetime, and are switched to the next

treatment once their current treatment fails (due to lack of efficacy or adverse events).

Models may explicitly model initial response to downstream conventional DMARD

treatments. For example, the BRAM models initial response to several conventional

DMARDs following biologic therapy [37]. The York PsA model illustrates an alternative

approach in which, following failure of a biologic therapy, patients receive palliative care (of

which a percentage may continue using a DMARD). Patients then experience steady long-

term deterioration and short-term fluctuations caused by response to subsequent

conventional DMARDs are ignored. Models differ in their approach to patient simulation,

with some simulating patients individual patients using approaches such as Discrete Event

Simulation [37, 39] and other simulating cohorts of patients, often within a Markov model

structure [41, 57].

3.5.2. Views of the clinical studies group

Models should have the flexibility to explore alternative positions for biologics within the

sequence of treatments. While there may be benefit in modelling specific DMARD

sequences once biologic therapies have been exhausted, the group felt that treatments
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have limited effects at this stage in practice. Therefore, it is preferable not to explicitly

model sequences of conventional DMARDs following biologic therapy, unless data on such

patients becomes available that credibly challenges this view.

The group noted that both cohort and individual sampling approaches have been adopted

by previous models, and there were divergent views over the relative merits of these

approaches. Guidance exists in the literature on factors which should influence the choice of

model type [58, 59]; as a general principle, models should be as simple as possible whilst

remaining consistent with the underlying decision problem and theory of disease [60].

However, the appropriate model structure for the evaluation of biologics in arthritis has not

been definitively established in the literature, and remains a question of both practical and

methodological interest.

3.5.3. Summary of consensus view

 Models should be able to represent response for each biologic therapy in a

sequence, but do not need to model individual post-biologic conventional DMARDs.

 Individual patient models have a number of advantages when representing RA and

PsA patient histories, but the merits of cohort modelling approaches should also be

explored.

3.5.4. Current available evidence and further research needs

Given the alternative approaches to model structure in existing models, future research

should involve developing models that follow the consensus approach as closely as

possible whilst adopting alternative structures, to evaluate how closely each model

structure is able to follow the consensus approach and the impact of structure on model

results.
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4. Commentary on workshop consensus statement from an independent

expert panel.

In order to provide a perspective on the extent to which the workshop reflected current

consensus, a separate panel of independent experts were invited to provide a

commentary on the views of the clinical studies group as expressed above. These

individual commentaries are presented below.

4.1. Commentary from Professor John Isaacs, Director, Institute of Clinical

Medicine, University of Newcastle:

I agree broadly with the conclusions of the clinical studies group – perhaps most

importantly in terms of defining the factors that should be considered in terms of cost-

effectiveness. In my mind it is perverse not to include factors such as the cost of joint

surgery. I also agree that it is not logical to assume that patients will return to non-

biologic DMARDs following the failure of biologics – and particularly that these may

maintain their pre-biologic efficacy.

I also have some specific comments on the report, which are given below.

 Measures of disease burden (section 2): I am always surprised that X-ray

progression does not feature in models. While it does have a ‘downstream’ effect

on function, it is one of the major differences between conventional DMARDs

and biologics.

 Sources of data (section 2): While I realise that the provided list of registries is

not meant to be exhaustive, I am surprised that the German RABBIT and Swedish

registries have not been listed, as they have been particularly influential.

 Current guidance (section 2): There is an inconsistency between NICE guidance

and the technology appraisals, since they emphasise the importance of treating

to target (to DAS remission or LDA) but don’t allow biologic initiation unless DAS

> 5.1. This means clinicians cannot follow NICE guidance in a patient who has

failed conventional DMARDs but still has a DAS between 3.2 and 5.1 – a large

proportion of patients.

 Effect modification (Section 3.2.2). Rheumatoid factor status may not be as big

an influence on response to rituximab as previously thought. Also, baseline

DAS28 does have some influence on likelihood of response, since it is easier to

improve from a high DAS28 than it is from a low DAS28. While the consensus
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view mentions an absence of convincing evidence for effect modification, I think

the evidence is pretty strong that female sex is a poor prognostic factor, both in

terms of likelihood of remission and response to therapy. Smoking is also

emerging as a poor prognostic factor, although the evidence is not yet as

convincing.

 Mapping between DAS28 and ACR 20/50/70 (section 3.2.4): The report claims

here that few, if any, trials collect or report both of these measures. However, I

believe several trials have done so ( for example the ph3 tofacitinib trials)

 Reviews of short-term adverse events (section 3.24): The report references the

review of adverse events by Bongartz et al, the conclusions of which have been

criticised and, to an extent, discredited. There is also emerging evidence that

immunogenicity should also be measured and could usefully influence treatment

decisions (e.g around switching within a class of drugs such as anti-TNF).

 Duration of successful treatment (section 3.3.1): I would have thought that

registry data is reasonably reliable in terms of duration of treatment, and

published data are quite consistent from around the world.

 Choice of long-term outcome measure (section 3.3.2): The report mentions that

pain has an important influence on quality-of-life, independent of HAQ. Fatigue is

also an important determinant of QoL that is poorly captured with current

measures.

 Costs included in economic modelling (section 3.4.1): Restricting such costs to

drug and monitoring costs only is much too narrow – one has to factor in the

costs of joint surgery for RA (which has plummeted in recent years), employment

prospects, cost of carers etc. to obtain a true view of cost-effectiveness in a

chronic disease such as RA. I strongly agree with the statement in section 3.4.4

that research is required on the relationship between disease severity and

healthcare utilisation.

 Modelling DMARD sequences (section 3.5.2): I strongly agree that models should

reflect the limited impact of DMARDs once biologic therapies have been

exhausted. Essentially DMARDs do not work post-biologics, or work minimally,

and it is inappropriate to extrapolate pre-biologic DMARD efficacy into the post-

DMARD disease stage.

4.2. Commentary from Dr Karim Raza, reader in clinical rheumatology and

honorary consultant, College of Medical and Dental Sciences, University of

Birmingham.
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This report is well written, well informed and timely. I have only a few comments on it:

1. PATIENT INVOLVEMENT: The participants in this workshop bring highly appropriate

and complementary skills but it would appear that a patient / user perspective is

lacking. In developing models to help inform the use of biologic agents for

rheumatoid arthritis and psoriatic arthritis it is, I think, important to reflect on

whether benefit could be gained by involving those for whom these therapeutics are

intended. I recognise that this is not straightforward, particularly given the very

technical nature of many of the issues being discussed, but I do think that

consideration should be given to this area, perhaps under the heading of “further

research needs”: [a] Do patients think they should be / want to be involved in

discussions on decision models for biologics; what advantages do they feel their

involvement would bring and what concerns would they have about being involved?

[b] If patients are keen to be involved, how could involvement be facilitated to allow

maximum benefit (for patients, modellers and the model)?

2. EFFECT MODIFIERS: Reference is made on several occasions to the fact that “disease

duration” may be an effect modifier though a summary of the consensus view is that

“Currently, robust evidence for effect modification has not been identified, and

effect modification should not be included in evidence synthesis of initial response

treatment effects”. Table 1.2 summarises studies of biologics in biologic-naïve

“early” RA patients – the group in which the impact of early vs. delayed biologic

therapy is most likely to be seen. It is very important to recognise that considerable

ambiguity surrounds the concept of “duration”. “Duration” has to be timed from an

“onset” and different researchers mean very different things by “onset” in the

context of RA – ranging from the onset of symptoms of RA to the onset of patient

reported joint swelling through to the time the patient first fulfilled classification

criteria for RA (this concept is discussed in detail in: Raza K, Saber TP, Kvien TK, Tak

PP, Gerlag DM. Timing the therapeutic window of opportunity in early rheumatoid

arthritis: proposal for definitions of disease duration in clinical trials. Ann Rheum Dis.

2012 Dec;71(12):1921-3). When assessing “Disease duration” as a potential effect

modifier, this issue needs to be taken into account – a mean “disease duration of 6

months” may mean completely different things in different studies.

3. MODELLING THE LONG TERM TREATMENT PHASE: The only scenarios in which

treatment withdrawals appear to be considered are adverse events and loss of

efficacy. In current practice, a number of Rheumatologists are reducing /

withdrawing therapy (either by reducing the frequency of drug administration or

discontinuing the biologic altogether and then monitoring for disease recurrence) in

patients in whom they believe remission has been achieved. In addition, a number of

ongoing studies are assessing factors which predict the persistence of remission
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following the reduction or withdrawal of biologic therapy. Models may well need to

take this approach to biologic use into account in the future.

4.3. Commentary from Dr James Galloway, clinical lecturer and honorary

consultant in rheumatology, Kings College London.

I enjoyed reading the document – it is clear some very careful thought has gone into the

project.

The first very general comment I would feedback relates to Professor Silman’s original

question, which if I am not mistaken relates to whether head to head comparisons of

biologics are acceptable using indirect methods by either pooling trial data or observational

data using network meta-analytic methods. It is clear that this approach is being used

already, and numerous publications exist comparing efficacy of biologics in the

observational setting – so almost irrespective of whether I agree with the principle of

performing head-to-head comparisons in this manner, it seems wise for the consensus

group to offer advice on the process… if you like, an extension to STROBE recommendations

for comparative effectiveness work in rheumatology trials.

Second, there is the question of whether or not there is a case for randomised trials to

compare the different biologic agents in a head to head manner. I think this particular

question deserves more thought in the consensus document – partly because I was under

the impression that this was a key part of the initial question. My own view is that head to

head trials may not be justifiable as they would cost enormous amounts, and the currently

available comparisons do not give me the impression that great differences will be

apparent. Relating to this point, a key area that I would be keen to see discussed is what

level of difference in efficacy between agents would be clinically important. If clinicians felt

that differences of less than 5% would be clinically important, then to perform an RCT with

adequate power to establish superiority would require vast numbers of participants. For

example to identify a 5% difference in ACR 70 assuming 30% response in the arm A and 35%

in arm B, and not allowing for any loss to follow up or dropout… sample sizes of 1800 per

arm would be needed. Myself – I don’t think 5% difference is worth knowing about if it

requires that much effort (I am not entirely sure if it would be ethical either).
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If on the other hand, we felt that we would only be interested if the differences in efficacy

were much greater (20% difference between agents for example), then the numbers would

be more manageable in terms of sample size – but I suspect we would have been able to

detect this magnitude of difference using currently available data and the proposed meta-

analytical techniques.

A further very general comment relates to the title of the document – namely using the

word biologics… as many of the new drugs coming into play with be small chemical entities

again – e.g. the kinase inhibitors. Perhaps incorporating the concept into the document (e.g.

consensus decision models for highly targeted therapies in rheumatoid…) would not change

the core content but would broaden the generalizability of the work?

I have added some more specific comments below.

 Introduction and background (section 1) : In light of the recent publication by Ben

Goldacre and Fiona Goodlee in the BMJ regarding transparency in pharmaceutical

drug trials, it would be nice to see a brief recommendation in the consensus model

reflecting our commitment to transparency. Demonstrating a commitment to more

widespread access to the decision models would be a positive step surely?

 Industry NICE submissions (section 1): It is highlighted that to date, all NICE

approvals have depended upon cost-effective models versus placebo. This is unlikely

to be sustainable in the future as it is becoming ethically more challenging to offer

patients with active disease placebo in good faith – given the range of available

options now available. I would suggest this point was highlighted.

 The EVI approach to assessing value of head to head trials is important (section 1).

This section is clear and well argued. However on page 3 half way through the first

paragraph I was interested to see the remarks about a consensus model resulting in

more streamlined applications by industry with a reduced likelihood of requests for

additional data. Am I correct in thinking that this consensus model is an independent

panel without vested interests in industry?

 Measures of disease burden (section 2.1): Well written section. No obvious gaps that

I spotted, and nothing controversial from my point of view.

 Sources of data (section 2.2): The highlighted examples of different data sources

were appropriate. I think this section would benefit from some mention of the issue

around bias and confounding in the observational setting. Confounding by indication

is perhaps the elephant in the room with respect to registry data, and referring to

the EULAR consensus statement on biologics registries (by Dixon / Askling et al)

might be sensible. No need to reinvent a wheel.

 Effect modification (section 3.2): This is a crucial point – and I think it is important

that the consensus document addresses this area and highlights the need for
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comparisons between agents to incorporate this aspect. These issues are well

discussed – yet in the summary statement 3.2.3 the second bullet point says that

robust evidence for effect modification has not been identified! I thought this was at

odds with the previous statements… and not sure I agree with the recommendation

not to address effect modification in future modelling.

 DAS/ACR/HAQ mapping (section 3.2.4) Good section – and further research in this

area is clearly warranted. Excellent points.

 Disease progression during treatment (section 3.3.1) There is limited mention of the

issues surrounding the assumption of linear progression of HAQ over time. It is clear

that modelling HAQ over time is not straight forward. Even patients in remission will

progress with respect to HAQ – just due to ageing alone. HAQ trajectories have been

studied in considerable detail in the ERAS / ERAN datasets by Adam Young’s group.

This issue was mentioned briefly in the discussion group – and alludes to the on-

going work. Some of this work is now published and could be used.

 Summary of consensus view (section 3.3.3): I agree that HAQ remains the standard

for mapping disease progression, but that additional thought needs to be put into

addressing other outcomes – not just pain but also depression. The third bullet point

I found unclear. It seems that the study group were discussing how long individuals

remained on a particular drug, and how best to model this. One approach suggested

was to extrapolate from trial data, while another was to use registry data. I had the

feeling that the group expressed concerns about the use of observation data. There

are clearly limitations to both approaches. Perhaps a sensible way forward would be

to develop a study group to specifically look at the predictors of drug survival in RCT

data and separately in observational data? This information could then inform

subsequent strategies. There is no doubt at all that modelling drug survival needs to

incorporate the reason for drug stopping (adverse event or inefficacy) - and this is

highlighted by the group clearly.

 Modelling strategies (section 3.5): I must confess that I struggled to follow some of

the discussion regarding modelling. I would consider myself reasonably well versed

on the subject, and still got somewhat lost in the text. It strikes me that one of the

great challenges around economic modelling is communication of the methodology.

The paragraph at the top of page 22 for example: “Given the alternative approaches

to model structure in existing models, future research should involve developing

models that follow the consensus approach as closely as possible whilst adopting

alternative structures, to evaluate how closely each model structure is able to

follow the consensus approach and the impact of structure on model results.” Is this

saying that health economic modelling should involve some degree of model

diagnostics?
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4.4. Commentary from Professor David L Scott, Professor of clinical

rheumatology, Kings College London

This is an excellent summary of a complex area from a group of leading experts. To object

about their approach or conclusions would be mistaken. I think they have provided the best

possible consensus of current views. However, that does not make their individual views or

the overall consensus correct. My goal in this brief commentary is to summarise as concisely

as I can some of the objections to this sort of economic modelling in patients with

inflammatory arthritis.

One crucial limitation is the use of composite scores like DAS28. Whilst using the DAS28 has

many benefits, including simplifying a complex assessment and establishing a uniform

assessment method, it also has substantial limitations. DAS28 combines joint counts with an

assessment of the acute phase response. This can be equated to mixing chalk with cheese; it

is not logical. In addition, patients with mild rheumatoid arthritis who also have other

problems which affect individual components of the DAS28 may have disproportionately

high DAS28 scores. For example, patients with fibromyalgia, which often gives high tender

joint counts [1], or with pneumonia, which may result in a high ESR, may be scored as having

active RA when their actual disease activity is low. These objections do not invalidate the

use of composite scores, but they do mean there are major limitations in generalising from

changes in them. Indeed, there is a substantial body of evidence that assessing outcomes to

treatment needs to consider all the components of the DAS28 as well as the overall score

itself [2].

A second and more important point is the modelling often involves comparing recent trial

data with historical observational data. This approach is not very convincing because the

severity and impact of inflammatory arthritis appears to be lessening over time. There is

substantial evidence for temporal changes in the clinical picture of rheumatoid arthritis,

which appears to becoming less severe over time [3]. Whether this reflects differences in

the disease, its treatment or the organisation of healthcare leading to more mild cases being

seen in specialist clinics is uncertain. However, changes in the severity of present day

disease make it difficult to interpret the comparison of current outcomes with historical

outcomes. Any modern treatment is likely to achieve better results compared to what

happened in earlier years.

A final problem is trying to interpret the value patients place upon complex cultural issues

such as quality of life using simple questionnaires like HAQ and EQ5D. Whilst patients with

low HAQ scores will generally have good function and vice versa using these questionnaires

across time and different patient groups creates all sorts of distortions in patients with long-

term inflammatory diseases like rheumatoid arthritis. One issue is that the impact of

treatment on HAQ scores varies at different time-points in the course of rheumatoid

arthritis [4]. An associated problem is that measures such as HAQ are influenced by
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ethnicity, social class and a range of non-disease factors [5]. In addition, there are likely to

be specific factors in some patients with rheumatoid arthritis which make them rank their

health status as being “worse than death” [6]. Relating changes in DAS28 to changes in HAQ

or EQ5D is extremely challenging and may be inappropriate.

A recent systematic review of economic studies of biologics in rheumatoid arthritis [7]

concluded that “Economic evaluations of biologics are hindered by lack of data on long-term

responses and consequence of responses on downstream health utilization and

productivity.” I think the problem of modelling responses based on short term clinical trial

data is a central issue contributing to this uncertainty. None of this means economic

modelling is either inappropriate or incorrect, or that the recommendations of the working

group should not be implemented. The simple point is that when evaluating the economic

benefits of high cost treatments for inflammatory arthritis investigators have to rely on a

very large number of assumptions. Some of these assumptions and, possibly many of them,

might not prove ideal approaches. On balance some measures are better than no measures,

and a flawed model is preferable to no model at all. Nonetheless the problem remains

almost overwhelming difficult.
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antirheumatic drugs for rheumatoid arthritis: a systematic review. Arthritis Care Res

2011; 63: 65-78.

4.5. Commentary from Professor John Kirwan, Professor of Rheumatic Diseases,

University of Bristol.

This report represents an impressive amount of work and thought, and is presented in a

readily digestible format. Specific comments on each section are given below.

Comments on Section 1.

The case for the two consensus conferences is well made in describing the conduct and

outcome of the first meeting. In effect, the main conclusion from part 1 of the report is that

transparency is key to understanding the different models used and the potential for

disagreements between their results given the same input data.

Comments on Section 2.

Registries report the progress of patients who were treated according to practice when they

entered the registry. The treatment of rheumatoid arthritis has been improving, particularly

for newly diagnosed patients. (1,2) The comparator outcomes for (at least newly diagnosed)

RA patients should be in accordance with up to date treatment policies. (3)

Conventional DMARDs is an unacceptable phrase. Initial treatment for newly diagnosed RA

is recommended by NICE to be a combination of DMARDs including glucocorticoids. (3) All

recent evidence suggests this is a powerful method for treating newly diagnosed RA. (4) It is

as good as a biologic agent in the single head-to-head study that has been conducted (the

BsSt study (5)). Thus, the correct treatment for comparison in newly diagnosed RA patients

in the ARC low dose glucocorticoid trial (6) treatment or the COBRA trial (7) treatment. No

clear cut best comparison data are available for patients with established RA. Therefore

newly diagnosed RA and established RA should be modelled separately. This is an important

area which does not seem to have been considered at these meetings.

Comments on Section 3.

The issue of new and established RA is central to the whole of Section 3. This is crucial to the

section on estimating baseline response in the comparator treatment. For newly diagnosed

patients, using inadequate treatment in the comparator arm (for example, omitting

glucocorticoids from the treatment regimen) will result in a falsely low estimate of the

outcome in the comparator arm, and hence an overestimate of the comparative benefit in

the treatment arm. As far as I know, the only DMARD comparator arm to include up to date
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treatment of newly diagnosed RA (combination of DMARDs plus glucocorticoids) is the BeSt

study. (5) Therefore, I believe the summary of the consensus view which states: “Response

rates to the non-biologic comparator can be based on pooling control arms from biologic

trials” is fundamentally flawed, at least as far as newly diagnosed RA is concerned.

There is a problem here with short term adverse events as well. Treatment of newly

diagnosed RA using a combination of DMARDs plus glucocorticoids usually results in less

adverse effects than found when treating with ‘conventional’ DMARDs. (8)

Modelling disease progression with the HAQ introduces a complication which has not been

addressed in this report. The HAQ (a measure of disability) represents a combination of

fluctuating joint inflammation and accumulating but irreversible joint damage. (9) Issues

such as expected change in HAQ as inflammation is treated are thus quite dependant on the

extent of underlying joint damage, most likely reflected in disease duration. Early control of

joint damage will result in a HAQ score more likely to rebound after anti-inflammatory

treatment is discontinued, but poor control of joint damage progression will mean that the

HAQ is less able to reflect any subsequent change in joint inflammation when treatment is

discontinued. The HAQ should be modelled with two internal components to reflect this.

Health care utilisation is likely to depend on the choice of approach to follow-up by the

clinicians looking after patients at a particular department. Simply changing the approach to

follow-up can result in a reduction in cost of 30%. (10) Models should be tested for

sensitivity to different approaches to follow up.
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4.6. Commentary from Professor Paul Emery, ARUK Professor of Rheumatology,

University of Leeds

My main issue with this report is that there is insufficient discussion of issues relating to

the quality-of-life of arthritis patients. Measures of function do not sufficiently capture

all dimensions of quality-of-life in these patients, particularly in the case of Psoriatic

arthritis. While work has been carried out on assessing quality-of-life in this group, there

is clearly a need for further research in this area.
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Appendix 2: List of Biologics Trials that have informed NICE technology appraisals of biologics for rheumatoid and

psoriatic arthritis

PSA: psoriatic arthritis, RA: rheumatoid arthritis, NULL: placebo, ETA: etanercept, IFX: infliximab, DMARDs: disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs, ADL:

adalimumab, MTX: methotrexate, GOL: golimumab, SUL:sulphasalazine, TOC: tocilizumab, RTX: rituximab, ABA: Abatercept CZP: certolizumab pegol.

Table A1.1: Trials of biologics in patients with PSA

Lead Author

/ Trial name
Year Treatment History Treatments mean age

Mean

Duration

(years)

Mean Prior

DMARDs

Mean

HAQ
Outcome measures Follow-up

Mease 2000
Biologic naive, 1+

DMARDs
ETA, NULL 43.5-46.0 9 1.5,2.0 1.3,1.2

ACR, PsARC, PASI,

HAQ
12 weeks

Mease 2004
Biologic naive, 1+

DMARDs
ETA, NULL 47.3-47.6 9 - 9.2 1.6,1.7 1.1,1.1

ACR, PsARC, PASI,

HAQ, Sharp
24 weeks

IMPACT 2005
Biologic naive, 1+

DMARDs
IFX, NULL 45.2-45.7 8.5 - 8.7 ? ?

ACR, PASI, DAS28,

HAQ, PsARC
16 weeks

IMPACT 2 2005
Biologic naive, 1+

DMARDs
IFX, NULL 46.5-47.1 7.5 - 8.4 ? 1.1

ACR, PsARC, PASI,

HAQ, SF36
24 weeks

ADEPT 2005
Biologic naive, 1+

ADL, NULL 48.6-49.2 9.2 - 9.8 1.5 1.5
ACR, PsARC, PASI,

24 weeks
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DMARDs HAQ, SF36

Genovese 2007
Biologic naive, 1+

DMARDs
ADL, NULL 47.7-50.4 7.2 - 7.5 1.7 2.1 ACR, PsARC 12 weeks

GO-REVEAL 2009
Biologic naive, DMARD

/ NSAID failure

GOL (+MTX),

NULL (+MTX)
45.7 - 48.2 7.2 - 7.7 NR NR

ACR, Sharp(VdH)

PsARC
24 weeks

Table A1.2 Trials of biologics in biologic-naive early RA patients (mean duration < 2 years).

Lead Author /
Trial name Year

Treatment
History Treatments mean age

Mean
Duration
(years)

Mean Prior
DMARDs

Mean
HAQ

Outcome
measures Follow-up

PREMIER 2004

Biologic
naive, 1+
DMARDs

ADL,
ADL+MTX,

MTX 52 0.7-0.8 NR 1.47-1.63
ACR, Sharp.

DAS28 2 years

ERA 2000

Early RA,
biologic

naive ETA, MTX 49-51 0.9 - 1.0 0.5-0.6 1.4-1.5 ACR, Sharp 12 months

ASPIRE 2004

Early RA,
biologic and
MTX naive IFX+MTX, MTX 50-51 0.8 - 0.9

65% - 71%
DMARD

naive 1.5
ACR, DAS,

Sharp (VDH) 54 weeks

Taylor 2004
Early RA,

MTX failure IFX+MTX, MTX 51-55 1.3 - 1.6 NR NR
ACR, DAS,

Sharp (VDH) 54 weeks
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Quinn 2005

Early RA,
biologic and

DMARD
naive IFX+MTX, MTX 51-53 0.5-0.6 0 1.3 DAS28, HAQ 54 weeks
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Table A1.3 Trials of biologics in biologic-naive late RA patients (mean duration >4 years).

Lead Author

/ Trial name Year

Treatment

History Treatments mean age

Mean

Duration

(years)

Mean

Prior

DMARDs

Mean

HAQ

Outcome

measures Follow-up

den Broeder 2002

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs ADL, NULL 53-59 8.9-14.5 3.6-4.4 1.41-1.93

DAS,

EULAR,

ACR, 4 weeks

Weisman 2003

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs ADL, NULL 50-56 13-18 NR 0.9-1.5 ACR, HAQ 4 weeks

van de Putte 2003

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs ADL, NULL 50-54 9-10 3.5-4.1 1.63-1.79

ACR, HAQ,

DAS28 12 weeks

ARMADA 2003

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs

ADL+MTX,

MTX 54-57 11-13 2.9-3.1 1.52-1.64 ACR, HAQ 24 weeks

Rau 2004

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs

ADL+MTX,

MTX 52-54 11-12 3.3-3.5 1.32-1.38

ACR,

EULAR,

HAQ 4 weeks
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van de Putte 2004

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs ADL, NULL 52-54 9-12 3.6-3.8 1.83-1.88

ACR,

EULAR,

HAQ, DAS 26 weeks

Keystone 2004

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs

ADL+MTX,

MTX 56-57 11 2.4 1.44-1.48

ACR, SF36,

Sharp 52 weeks

STAR 2003

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs

ADL+DMARD,

DMARD 55-56 9 - 12 NR 1.37-1.43 ACR 24 weeks

Moreland 1996

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs ETA, NULL 53-62 4.3 - 19.8 NR NR ? 4 weeks

Moreland 1997

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs ETA, NULL 52-55

71%-80%

> 5years ? ? ? 3 months

Moreland 1999

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs ETA, NULL 51-53 11 - 13 3.0 - 3.4 1.6-1.7 ACR, HAQ 6 months

Weinblatt 1999

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs

ETA+MTX,

MTX 48-53 13 2.7 - 2.8 1.3 - 1.5 ACR 24 weeks
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TEMPO 2004

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs

MTX, ETA,

ETA+ MTX 53 6.3-6.8 2.3 1.7 - 1.8

ACR,

SHARP,

52 weeks /

2 years

Keystone 2004

Biologic

naive

ETA+ MTX,

NULL 52 - 54 8.2 - 10.8

88%-90%

prior use 1.4 ACR, HAQ 8 weeks

Maini 1998

Biologic

naive

IFX,

IFX+MTX,

MTX 47-56 7.6 - 14.3 2 -3 1.4 -2.0 Paulus 26 weeks

ATTRACT 1999

Biologic

naive, 1+

DMARDs

IFX+MTX,

MTX 51-54 9 - 12 2.5 - 2.8 1.7 - 1.8 ACR, HAQ 54 weeks

Durez 2004

Biologic

naive, MTX

failure

IFX+ MTX,

MPS

48 - 56

(median)

10-12

(median) 3 (median)

1.3 - 1.5

(median)

ACR, SF36,

HAQ 14 weeks

GO-

FORWARD 2009

Biologic

naive, MTX

failure

GOL+MTX,

MTX

50.0 - 52.0

median

4.5 - 6.7

median NR

1.25 -

1.375

median

ACR, HAQ,

, SF36 24 weeks

Kay 2008

Biologic

naive, MTX

failure

GOL+MTX,

MTX 48.0 - 57.5 5.6 - 9.0 NR 1.3-1.8 ACR, DAS 16 weeks
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OPTION 2008

Biologic

naive, MTX

failure

TOC+MTX,

MTX 50.6 - 51.4 7.4 - 7.8 1.5 - 1.7 1.5 - 1.6

ACR, DAS,

EULAR 24 weeks

LITHE 2011

Biologic

naive,

DMARD

failure

TOC+MTX,

MTX 51.3 - 53.4 9.0 - 9.4 1.6 - 1.7 1.5

HAQ, ACR,

DAS28 52 weeks

TOWARD 2008

Biologic

naive, MTX

failure

TOC +

DMARD,

DMARD 53 - 54 9.8 1.6 1.5 ACR, DAS 24 weeks

RAPID 1 2008

Biologic

naive

CZP + MTX,

MTX 51.4 - 52.4 6.1 - 6.2 1.3 - 1.4 1.7 ACR, HAQ 52 weeks

RAPID 2 2009

Biologic

naive

CZP + MTX,

MTX 51.5 - 52.2 5.6 - 6.5

1.2 - 1.3

(excluding

MTX) 1.6

ACR, HAQ,

DAS 24 weeks

FAST4WARD 2009

Biologic

naive,

DMARD

failure CZP, NULL 52.7 - 54.9 8.7 - 10.4 2 1.4 - 1.6 ACR, HAQ 24 weeks
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table A1.4 Trials of biologics in patients with RA with prior exposure to biologics.

Lead Author
/ Trial name Year Disease

Treatment
History Treatments mean age

Mean
Duration
(years)

Mean
Prior

DMARDs
Mean
HAQ

Outcome
measures Follow-up

REFLEX 2006 RA
Biologic
failure

RTX + MTX,
MTX

52.2 -
52.8

11.7 -
12.1

2.4 - 2.6
excluding
MTX, 1.5
anti-TNFs 1.9

ACR,
EULAR,

HAQ 24 weeks

ATTAIN 2005 RA
Biologic
failure

ABA +
DMARD,
DMARD

52.7 -
53.4

11.4 -
12.2 NR NR DAS, ACR 6 months

Go-AFTER 2009 RA
Biologic

experience
GOL (+MTX),

NULL 54-55 8.7 -9.8 NR 1.5 - 1.8 ACR, HAQ 24 weeks
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table A1.3 Trials of biologics in patients with RA and unknown prior treatment history

Lead Author
/ Trial name Year Disease

Treatment
History Treatments mean age Mean

Duration
(years)

Mean
Prior

DMARDs

Mean
HAQ

Outcome
measures Follow-up

Wajdula 2000 RA ? ETA, NULL 53-54 6.8 - 7.5 3.0 - 3.6 1.8 - 1.9 ? 12 weeks

Codreanu 2003 RA ?
ETA,

ETA+SUL, SUL 51-53 5.6 - 7.1 2.1 - 2.7 1.6 - 1.7 24 weeks

Lan 2004 RA ?
ETA+MTX,

MTX 48 - 51 NR NR 1.0 - 1.2 ? 12 weeks

Baumgartner 2004 RA ? ETA, NULL 60 10 NR NR ?
16 / 20
weeks

Elliott 1994 RA ? IFX, NULL 48-56 7.3-9.0 2.8-3.7 NR Paulus 4 weeks

Kavanagh 2000 RA ?
IFX+MTX,

MTX 37-53 4.9 - 7.5 NR 1.4 - 1.6 ? 12 weeks

START 2004 RA ?
IFX+MTX,

MTX NR NR NR NR ? 22 weeks


